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EASTER WEEKEND
MEMBERS NEWS
SATURDAY Instructor Ray Burns reports
The weekend weather was certainly not the eternal summer. But the flying, if not long, was at least
educational (at least I hope so). Peter beat me to the gate on Saturday with a big weekend of cadet flying
planned. Rob and Hapi we were also on hand helping to get the a/c prepped for the weekend.
I didn’t bother to get too excited about doing a DI on the twin as I was not sure who, if anyone, would arrive.
At about 11 Tony and Neville turned up and Tony was dead keen to get a BFR completed so we duly started the
ball rolling. Graham and Fletch arrived shortly thereafter and we dragged everything down to 08, one of us
getting soaked in the rain along the way (guess who). Base ops was very keen to change ends, however I felt
that the swing was really only due to the squall and it would likely swing back again. However the tower came
on watch and the change was dictated. We shifted everything up the other end and then, guess what?, we
needed to change ends again. Thankfully we at least got the first flight off from 26 and landed 08. There
were some relatively largish holes appearing amongst the lower clag which was sufficient for Tony and I to
complete the upper air work of his BFR and then to finish with a downwind landing from a release failure
exercise.
Team Sanderson/Ledger arrived and some more excellent flying was had by all. Matt “enjoyed” the delights
of the full spin demo and proceeded to quickly master the incipient. The cadets had a weekend camp based at
the power section so Peter operated from there all day and we both finished about the same time with all
retiring for a cold one about 1700.
SUNDAY Instructor Ray Burns, (what again???????)
Sunday was a bit of a ditto day but starting with some really heavy rain. My dearest beloved returned home
from her weekly trip to the Takapuna markets soaked through. To cut a long story short Steve had lots to do
and I ended up doing his duty on Sunday as well. The sky looked quite promising after the early morning rain
and there were a number of keen hands arrived to help get things under way. Tony spearheaded a rig of GVF
with help from Neville and Rudolf, while I DI’d the twin and Derry did the same to RDW and Peter to GNW.
All ready to go until Peter pressed the Go button (there’s probably some special name the petrol heads will
want to put in here but I think “Go” works for us purists), which resulted in no going whatsoever. A couple of

attempts at jumper leads got the engine running and enough charging to enable a shutdown to put the cowls on
and a restart to get him under
way.
Brendon kicked off the day at
1340 followed by Jonathan.
Jenny had a crack at spinning
and Matt (with a sniff of solo)
was back out again having a
crack at baulked approaches
and bounce recovery (the
latter being an effect of the
former!)
Once again GNW ended at the
same time as GMW and we put
the fleet to bed about 1700.

Towie Derry Belcher adds some light relief When I woke up it was pouring with rain so thought that would
be it for the day, but after a bite to eat and a quick call to Steve Wallace, the instructor for the day, it was
apparent he was not impressed with the day and was not keen to go out and wait around on the off-chance of
someone coming out. (I think he had already rescheduled his day for domestic chores and brownie points...)
About that time I had a look out the window at the clearing sky and at the weather map and saw that the
front had gone through and it looked promising, so to make a short story long, a text went out asking folk to
text Steve if they were going to come out and in due course our fearless leader Raymond stepped up to the
breach to help get things going and Rudolf the duty pilot stood guard at the gate to see who showed up.
Moving right along with this shaggy-dog tail, we actually got going by around 12:30 ish and it ended up having
quite a good flying afternoon operating off runway 26. There was plenty of lift for most of the tows with
cloud-streets in a straight line from the field after take-off but apparently most had trouble staying up for
one reason or another.

A total of 6 flights were accomplished for what was essentially a half day with Brendon, Matt, Rudolf, Tony,
and Jonathon flying.

Thanks to Ray for standing in for Steve and to Tony for getting all the fuel containers filled. How come there

is no mention of cleaning the towplane??????
COAST FLYING AND THE WEATHER Instructor Steve Wallace kind sent us this guide on weather

forecasting.
For those wanting to fly independently on the coast the ASC instructor’s panel has developed a set of SOP’s
that you will need to comply with. If you need a copy just e-mail your friendly local instructor. You will also
likely need to get on the e-mail and negotiate the booking of a glider with others who may also be wanting to
book a glider. Note; as well as the club singles we now also have Andy’s Mosquito that can be hired if you can
convince him you will look after it.
For those that want to fly on the coast in our club’s twin there is a system that you may not be aware of. That
is, it operates on a first to make contact with Steve Wallace, your friendly club authorized coast instructor,
advising him that the weather looks like it may be good for a coast run, becomes first on the list for a seat.
Members who haven’t flown the coast before take priority over those that have.
The reason you make contact with Steve (rather than you go on a list and Steve makes contact with you) is
that gliding is a weather based sport and being able to look at weather forecasts and assess conditions is an
essential skill. So if your keen to do a coast run, it is time to start learning about looking at weather
predictions. Members keen to do the coast run in the past have been in contact up to greater than 7 days in
advance advising that weather is looking hopeful for a coast run!
So, where can you look and what are you looking for?
Metvuw.com is a good place to start. It has a ‘Forecast Charts’ tab under which you can select North Island
forecast charts up to an amazing 10 days in advance!
These charts come up as rows of ‘thumbnails’. Ten rows (if you selected the 10 day thumbnails), one row for
each day in advance, each row containing four thumbnails showing the weather at six hourly intervals for the
day. This view gives a nice overview of the forecast weather and it is easy to scan down and locate the days /
time period you are interested in. Usually the weekend!
If you click on a thumbnail it will enlarge and show a more detailed map. These maps contain pretty much all
you will need in an easy to read user-friendly layout.
They have sea level barometric pressure lines (shown at an unusually tight spacing of 1 millibar or hectopascal)

as well as wind barbs that give a great indication of wind speed and direction.

What you are looking for is these wind barbs pointing approximately within 30 degrees of straight onto the
coast and to be indicating 20kts or greater. If you need to know how to read a wind barb, Metvuw provide a
link to an explanation on the main thumbnail page as per the picture below.
These forecast charts also give an indication of how much rain might be about. As a strong southwest wind is
often generated on the post frontal back end of a low, the air is usually unstable, meaning showers. So
indications of rain / shower activity are normal on good coast days. As long as the colours aren’t indicating
much above 5mm for the six hour period or are arranged along solid frontal or trough lines then dodging
showers while on the coast is fairly normal. Your instructor will assess this the night before and on the day
before making a call so don’t worry too much about the rain side of things. As long as you can pick the wind
early and get in contact you will have a good chance of being first on the list.
Below is a forecast chart showing wind barbs in the right direction although at 15Kts on the coast around the
Muriwai to Raglan area the wind is potentially too light for safe coastal flying.

Metservice.com is another excellent website and they have a forecast chart similar the Metvuw one above
(see below) that extends out to 5 days in six hour intervals. It can be played in sequence so can give a nice
feel to the speed weather systems are moving. It also uses a different model to Metvuw so makes for a useful
comparison. If the two models agree you can usually be fairly certain about the weather, if the two models
disagree then you know there is still a high degree of uncertainty with regards to what the weather may do.
At three days out Metservice have forecast modeling that shows the predicted weather at three hourly
intervals in a higher degree of detail. The Metservice claim that their three day forecast these days is about
as accurate as their one day forecast was five years ago. So make no mistake while they don’t get it right all

the time forecasting is getting rapidly better and more accurate as the technology, like all things technology,
improves at a rapid pace.
Metservice 5 day forecast picture
cture below.

Metservice 3 day forecast picture below

For coast runs, as we are mostly concerned about the wind strength and direction you can also look at another
useful site called windguru.cz. There is a free and a pro version. The free version will give you average wind
strength, wind gusts, wind direction in knots as well as a lot of other useful information in three hourly
intervals for the next five days, specifically for Auckland’s West Coast if that is what you choose.
Lastly, good from three days but particularly accurate and useful for the night before is the dedicated
soaring weather website Dr. Jack’s RASP (Regional Atmospheric Soaring Prediction) found at little-fluffyclouds.com. This website presents all the weather information a soaring pilot could possibly want to know in a
series of colour scaled interpretations at one hourly intervals between 9.00am and 7.00pm. The site contains
all the information found on a tephigram but laid out in a way that enables any soaring pilot to read it. For
those that like tephigrams it includes these as well for each gliding club location in the selected area.
Below is a picture on the wind prediction for Monday 1.00pm. As you can see the wind at this time is predicted
to be coming onto the coast between Muriwai and Raglan at a good angle for coast soaring (maybe only 10
degrees south of straight on) at a speed of 14-16kts except around the south Manukau heads where it is up
slightly at 16-18kts. Another 4-5kts and this would be a good coast day.

So if you want to fly on the
coast you now know what you
have to do. Check out the
weather and if it looks good get
in touch with Steve.
Steve’s contact details are:
Mobile: 021 466 166
E-mail:
wallaceclan@orcon.net.nz

DUTY ROSTER FOR Feb,Mar,Apr Final
Month
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14

G PATTEN

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

15

R WHITBY

R BURNS

R CARSWELL

21

J FOOT

L PAGE

F MCKENZIE

22

N GRAVES

S WALLACE

P THORPE

28

K BHASHYAM

P THORPE

D BELCHER

1

K BRIDGES

I WOODFIELD

C ROOK

7

S FOREMAN

R CARSWELL

F MCKENZIE

8

D FOXCROFT

S WALLACE

A SUNDE

14

G HEALEY

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

15

B HOCKING

R CARSWELL

P THORPE

21

I O'KEEFE

P THORPE

D BELCHER

Jumpstart

22

T O'ROURKE

L PAGE

C ROOK

Jumpstart Alt Day

28

G LAKE

R BURNS

F MCKENZIE

29

R STRUYCK

S WALLACE

D BELCHER

3

K PILLAI

I WOODFIELD

R CARSWELL

Apr

4

J POTE

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

Easter

5

T PRENTICE

L PAGE

P THORPE

6

R STRUYCK

P THORPE

C ROOK

11

R WHITBY

R BURNS

J WAGNER

12

J FOOT

S WALLACE

F MCKENZIE

18

N GRAVES

I WOODFIELD

A SUNDE

19

K BHASHYAM

R CARSWELL

D BELCHER

25

K BRIDGES

L PAGE

R CARSWELL

26

S FOREMAN

R BURNS

P THORPE

27

D FOXCROFT

P THORPE

C ROOK

Feb

Mar

ANZAC
W/E

